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Abstract. Several railway simulators exist but none of them allow the design of 
rail infrastructure with the possibility to simulate other rail functions such as 
train driving, train supervision or train planning by using the designed infra-
structure. The proposed tool consists in taking into account an existing physical 
platform called COR&GEST for rail driving and traffic supervision, and in de-
veloping supports to design any rail infrastructure in order to simulate driving, 
supervision or planning activity on predefined infrastructures. The resulting 
platform is called MissRail, a multimodal and multifunction simulation system 
for research and training in railway. 
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1 Introduction 

The main simulators of transportation domains and more precisely on railway systems 
are usually limited to the simulation of an isolated function such as driving or super-
vision. Moreover, the associated interfaces are mainly based on digital supports and 
include a single mode. The paper proposes a new platform called MissRail dedicated 
for research and remote training in railway domain. MissRail is a multimodal and 
multifunction simulation system of a French IDEFI UTOP (French acronym for: Fu-
ture Investment of Excellence for the development of a Pluri-Partner Open University 
of Technology) project. 

This platform is dedicated to students at the Master Science level and is a support 
for specific remote training modules: it will be used for the design of rail infrastruc-
tures and of train routes, for the practice of driving and supervision of trains from 
different modes of interaction, and for a reverse engineering process to develop tech-
nological supports for achieving these railway functions. It is also used for enhancing 
research results and to applied research concepts developed at the University of Va-
lenciennes such as: human error or risk assessment (Sedki et al., 2013; Vanderhaegen 
et al., 2004; Vanderhaegen, 2010a; Vanderhaegen et al., 2011), dissonance or resi-
lience engineering (Ouedraogo et al., 2013; Zieba et al., 2010, 2011; Vanderhaegen, 
2013a), human-machine cooperation and degrees of automation (Vanderhaegen, 
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1977, 1999a, 1999b, 1999c, 2006, 2012a), learning from human errors (Polet et al., 
2012), human behavior modeling (Aguirre et al., 2013; Richard et al., 2013; Vander-
haegen and Caulier, 2011; Vanderhaegen, 2010b). This paper details the MissRail 
modules and proposes a prospective module based on the so-called reverse comic 
strip to assess the difficulty of the sensemaking process or of understanding of the use 
of MissRail or of the control of events. 

2 The MissRail Platform for Railway Research and Training 

The MissRail platform is based on a physical platform called COR&GEST (Vander-
haegen, 2012b). COR&GEST includes a physical and fixed infrastructure on which 
miniature trains can move, Figure 1.  
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Fig. 1. The COR&GEST platform 

Each train is equipped of a camera and the video of this camera is exported via a 
wireless connection to a screen. Around this screen, several interfaces are integrated 
to control the train, e.g. the control of the speed, the control of the braking system, 
etc. An interface to supervise trains on this infrastructure is also available. MissRail is 
an extended version of COR&GEST including several new advantages: 

• The possibility to simulate any infrastructure 
• The possibility to simulate several shared and real-time railway functions 
• The possibility to take advantage of a database of short videos of train moving on 

the physical and fixed infrastructure of COR&GEST. 

MissRail is based on Client/Server architecture and it is developed in Visual Basic, 
Figure 2. MissRail is dedicated to a French remote training program in order to  
familiarize students with railway operations by using different shared and real-time  
modules: 

• A module to design rail infrastructures. It is based on a limited number of prede-
fined objects such as straight line object, right turn object or left turn object. The 
designed infrastructures are on a database and students can select an infrastructure 
when they design train movement with the route train and planning module. 
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• A module to design route trains and planning. It is based on a classical space-time 
graph in order to prepare the routes of trains and to identify possible conflicts be-
tween trains. This support is a scenario editor that gives the possibility to design a 
specific scenario of train movement on a given infrastructure. 

• The module to drive trains. It is based on sequences of short movies of straight and 
curved line moving taken on the COR&GEST platform. These sequences come 
from a database and a dedicated builder was developed to merge these views in or-
der to obtain a continuous display and moving of a given train on the driving inter-
face. Different modes of interaction can be used: the keyboard, the specific  
driving control support. A camera, a microphone and the keyboard can be used to  
communicate between students. 

• A module to supervise trains on a given infrastructure. Different modes of interac-
tions are integrated. A computerized interface gives a general view of the infra-
structure where trains are moving with the possibility to act automatically on the 
signaling system and on the switching system. Another digital interface simulates a 
train signaling and switching workplace and aims at manipulating manually these 
systems. 
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Fig. 2. The MissRail platform 

3 The Reverse Comic Strip for Sensemaking Assessment 

The MissRail platform is a support for research studies about the impact of a railway 
system configuration on human factors in terms of human-computer interactions, 
degrees of automation, etc... The use of such a MissRail platform implies the devel-
opment of another support for diagnosing the users’ emotional state related to misun-
derstanding, doubt or panic for instance. This research focuses on the feasibility of 
use of a facial recognition system and a sound recognition system in order to identify 
problems from the users during the sensemaking process related to two main prob-
lems: the use of the MissRail modules due to a lack of knowledge and the control of 
the events occurred during a given scenario due to a lack of vigilance for instance. 
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Then, the display based on the reverse comic strip concept is used. It consists in 
building a real-time comic strip based on the on-line data from facial and sound  
recognition systems, Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. The reverse comic strip builders and an example of its display 

A degradation of the student’s emotional state is then associated to the interpreta-
tion of the possible changes or sequences of changes of these facial and sound data. It 
is supposed to be link with a lack of knowledge or of vigilance that may affect the 
sensemaking process. This reverse comic strip process is developed in a JAVA  
platform. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper has presented the MissRail platform dedicated to research and remote 
training program of the University of Valenciennes. Developments are still going on 
to finalize the MissRail modules and the reverse comic strip builders and its display. 
The specifications of MissRail are original because they integrate different possible 
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modes of interfaces and interactions between the system and their users for different 
shared and real-time railway functions such as the design of infrastructures, the design 
of train route and planning, the driving of trains and the supervision of train traffic 
flow. The reverse comic strip concept is integrated into MissRail by using the data 
from a camera and a microphone. It consists in displaying in real-time a comic strip 
by analyzing facial and sound data. The content of this comic strip has to identify 
particular problems such as difficulties of sensemaking linked to a problem of use of 
the MissRail modules or a problem of vigilance when achieving railway functions 
such as driving or supervisions. 
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